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Consider a sequence of independent Brownian motions in R* whose initial posi- 
tions are distributed according to a probability measure n on Rdx R, and disap- 
pear after an exponentially distributed lifetime with parameter 1. It is shown that 
the fluctuation process of the empirical distribution of the first n motions converges 
weakly in the Skorokhod spaces D([O, r,,), Y’(Rd)) and D([T,, co), Y’(R*)) as 
n --t co, where T, = inf{ 1 : p( R* x [t, co )) = 0 ), to a continuous, centered Gaussian 
process X. Conditions for X to be Markovian are determined in terms of n. The 
cases I. > 0 and I = 0 (i.e., the motions go on forever) exhibit different Markovian 
properties. % 1991 Academtc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Bk= {B:, t>O}, k= 1,2,..., be independent Brownian motions in 
Rd, each one starting from a point distributed according to a probability 
measure p on Rd x R, , and disappearing after an exponentially distributed 
lifetime with parameter 1. In this paper we study the asymptotic behavior 
of the fluctuation process of the empirical distribution of the first n motions 
as n + co, and the Markov property of the fluctuation limit process, The 
case A= 0 (i.e., the motions go on forever) was considered in [6], and the 
case A=0 and p(Rdx {O))= 1 was studied by It8 [7]. In contrast with 
the case A = 0, where the fluctuation limit process is Markovian, in the 
model with death the Markov property does not hold in general. 
The processes we consider can be regarded as Y’(Rd)-valued, where 
Y'(Rd) is the Schwartz space of tempered istributions, i.e., the topological 
dual of the space Y(Rd) of rapidly decreasing infinitely differentiable real 
functions on Rd. The duality between these two spaces will be denoted by 
<. 1 .>. 
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We will prove that the fluctuation processes of the empirical distribution 
of the first n motions converge weakly in the Skorokhod spaces 
D([O, T,), Y’(Rd)) and D([T,, co), Y’(Rd)) as n + co, where T,= 
inf{ t: p(Rdx [t, 00)) = 0}, to a continuous, centered Gaussian process X, 
and that X has the Markov property in an interval [a, b] if and only if 
I = 0 or p(Rd x (a, 61) = 0. Thus the Markov property does not hold for X 
in [a, b] if and only if births and deaths are both possible in (a, 61. This 
result should be considered natural since it is in agreement with the fact 
that the same Markovian behavior holds for a single Brownian motion 
with initial distribution p and exponential ifetime. We will also prove that 
if p(Rd x (a, b]) = 0 then the process X has the strict Markov property 
(defined below) on (a, b], and we will obtain the Langevin equation for X 
on (a, b]. In particular the process (X,, f, t 2 0) is strictly Markovian. 
We will now recall the Markov property and the strict Markov Property 
for Gaussian Y’( Rd)-valued processes (see [ 61). 
The markov property of an Y’(Rd)-valued continuous, centered, 
Gaussian process X is equivalent to the statement hat given s < t there 
exists an Y’(Rd)-valued random variable X, f such that for each $ E 9’(R”), 
(X,, I) $ ) belongs to (A’,, Y( Rd) ) ~ (the i2-closure of the linear space of 
random variables { (X,, 4 ), +4 EY( Rd) > ), and 
for all r d s and $, g4 E 9’(Rd). We define the strict Markov property of a 
centered, Gaussian Y’(Rd)-valued process as follows: given s < t there 
exists a continuous linear mapping as, f : Y( Rd) + Y( Rd) such that 
for all r < s and $, # E Y(Rd). Clearly this is a special case of the Markov 
property since (X,, %$,,d) belongs to (X3, 9’(Rd)). If {es,,, s< t} is a 
reverse evolution system on Y(Rd), i.e., et!,,, = 1 and %!r;,,%!3,, =%,,, for 
r < s < t, then it is easy to see that (SM) is equivalent to 
The topologies on Y( Rd) and Y’( Rd) are well known (see [6]), and we 
will denote by Y(Rd) @ R the direct sum of Y(Rd) and the space of 
constant functions on Rd with the direct sum topology. 
The space of right-continuous with left limits functions from [a, b) into 
Y’(Rd) is denoted by D( [a, b), Y”(Rd)) and is endowed with a Skorokhod- 
type topology [9]. 
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The following notation will be used throughout: 
p((x, ~~)=(2zt))~~‘exp{ -1!:-.4’/2t}, t > 0, x, I’ E R”. 
-Wx)=jRdd(~h(-~, Y)4, t > 0, ,YO = I (the Brownian semigroup). 
For s < t, 
where 
I. exp{ -A(/- r)} dZp(dx, dr), I> r, 
I< r, 
if A>0 and 
v(dx, dr, dl)=a+,(dl) p(dx, dr) 
if A=O, where 6+, is the Dirac measure concentrated at + co. Observe 
that for A = 0 the above expressions atisfy 
and 
Then, for R = 0 we have p,,(x) s p,(x) and f,,(d) -fs(q+), where the right- 
hand sides are the notation used in [6]. 
The definitions above are valid for bounded, measurable, real functions 
4 on Rd. 
Let T,, = inf{ t : p(Rd x [r, co )) = O}. We will assume that the measure ~1 is 
sufficiently smooth so that for each T-c T,,, 
s e -A(r-u)p(dx, du)<K(t-s) Rdx (s,t] 
for all s < t < T and some constant K depending on T 
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2. RESULTS AND PROOFS 
Let W - ( W,, t 2 0} be a standard Brownian motion on Rd (starting 
from 0), and (Z, z, e) and Rd x R + x R +-valued random variable with dis- 
tribution v(dx, dr, dl) independent of W. Let Wk, (Z”, TV, ok), k = 1,2, . . . . be 
independent copies of W, (Z, z, 0). We consider as state space Rdu {y}, 
where y is an external point, and define the k th Brownian motion with dis- 
tribution ,U and exponential ifetime (i.e., beginning at time rk and position 
Zk and dying at time 0”) as 
if t < rk or t > ek, 
if Tk < t < Ok. 
Let NY denote the empirical distribution at time t of the first n processes, 
i.e., 
N:= f s,:, t20, 
k=l 
where S, is the Dirac measure concentrated at x. N” = (N:, t > 0} can be 
regarded as an Y’(Rd)-valued process given by 
(NY, 4) = i: d(Bf), 4 E Y(Rd), (2.1) 
k=l 
where the definition of 4 is extended to y by d(y) = 0. 
We define the fluctuation process x” E {Xy, t > 0) by centering and 
normalizing 
(K’, 4) = npl” f: Cd(@) - &Wf)I, qi E 9’( Rd). (2.2) 
k=l 
Note that (2.1) and (2.2) are also well defined for qS E Y’( Rd) 0 R. 
LEMMA 2.1. For each t > 0 and IJ E P’( Rd) 0 R, 
(2.3) 
and for s d r d t, 4, $ E Y( Rd) @ R, 
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(2.4) 
Proof: By (2.1), 
k=l 
Conditioning with respect to (Z”, rk, 61k) and using Fubini’s theorem we 
have 
Zpld(x) v(dx, dr, dl) 
Rdx [O,r] x [LCD) 
= Rd~(YhI(YPY~ I k = 1, 2, . . . . 
which proves (2.3). 
Using the independence of the Bk, k 3 1, a similar calculation yields 
(2.4). 
We will now state and prove the fluctuation limit theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a continuous centered Gaussian Y’(R”)- 
valued process X E { (X,, 4), t B 0, 4 E .4P(Rd)} with covariance functional 
given by the right-hand side of (2.4) with n = 1, and A”’ converges weakly as 
n + cc to X in D( [0, To), Y’(Rd)) and D( [ To, oo), ,4”‘(Rd)). 
Proof: The stated process X exists by Kolmogorov’s extension theorem 
for Y’( Rd)-valued processes. 
By Theorem 1 and Example 1 of [S], to prove that X has a continuous 
version it suffkes to show that for each 4 E 9’(Rd) the real Gaussian 
process { (X,, d), I > 0} satisfies the Dudley-Fernique condition. Since the 
covariance functional of X is given by the right-hand side of (2.4) with 
n = 1, for each 4 E Y( Rd) and s < t we have 
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-2 JRdq3(z) pL,,(z) e-“‘fps)~-.s~(z) dz 
-R(r-r)K-;r d(x) ji(dx, dr) 1 
= s Rd 4(z) pL,,(z)[~(z) - epi.(rpS)T-S d(z)] dz 
+ JRd d(z)C&) P,,(Z) -P,,(Z) ep”“-“‘~-,4(z)l dz 
-A,(z)~(Y)P~~(Y)~ dy dz 
I 
+2jRdC(z)pss(z)dzj e-~(‘-r)~-r_,~(x)~(dx,dr). 
Rdx (s,r] 
The semigroup {e-“‘q} is differentiable on the Banach space of real 
functions on Rd having bounded derivatives up to order 2 with norm 
lk$1l~=~,ol,~2SuP,,~d iD”d(X)l, where Da= (a/aX,)al...(a/ax,)LI”, Ial = 
... +a,. Hence I&z)-eP A(‘-s)K- $(z)l GM IlqSl12(t-s), where Mis 
ilkstant. Using this inequality, add&g and subtracting pS,(z) d(z) in 
the second integral, and p,,(z) d(y) p,,(y) and 4(y) pL,,( y) in the fourth 
integral, we have 
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GM* ll4ll: (t-s)+ jRd C1~.s(zf-~CL,,(z)l I( 
1 I 
+ j epi-(‘+‘) p(dx, dr) 
Rdx(s,f] 1 
<M2 11411~ (r-s)+21 
{ 
ecicr-‘)p(dx,dr) 
Rdx(s,r] 
GM, ll4ll: (t-S), 
where we have used our assumption on the smoothness of p and 
M,, M,, M, are constants, Hence the Dudley-Fernique condition is 
satisfied. 
By the linearity of X and X, proving convergence of the linite-dimen- 
sional distributions is equivalent to showing that for all m > 1, 
t, < . . . d t,, and 4,) . . . . 4, E Y(R’), Cy= i (Xz, di) converges weakly to 
CyL”=, (Xt,, di> as n + ~0. 
By (2.2) we have 
2 (X:,, fji) =,--‘I2 f 
i= I
,=, kgl C4i(B~)-E4i(B~)I 
=n -I” ,g, cc1 C4t(B~)-E4i(B~)I. 
Applying the central limit theorem we obtain the convergence of the finite- 
dimensional distributions. 
It remains to show tightness in D( [0, T,), Y’(P)) and in 
D( [ T,, co), 9’(Rd)). For this observe that the process x” can be written as 
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where X(l)’ and XC*)” are the fluctuation processes of the empirical dis- 
tributions of the processes B(lJk and B(*jk, k > 1, respectively, defined by 
if t < rk, 
if tkzk, 
and 
B’*)k = f 
if t<ek 
if t 2 Bk, 
where Zk=Zk+ Wi,P7, and w:= W:+Csk-Tk,- Wi,-,, for kal. 
By Theorem 2.2 of [6], XC1jn converges weakly in D( [0, T,), Y’(Rd)) 
and in D( [ r,, co), 9”(Rd)) and X(2)n converges weakly in D( [0, co), 
9”(@)); hence {(XC’)‘, X’2)n)}n21 is tight in D([O, T,), Y’(Rd)) x 
D([O, T,),Y’(Rd)) and in D([r,, cc), Y’(R”))xD([T,, co), Y(Rd). 
Since the limit processes of X(l)“ and X(2)n are continuous [6], it then 
follows (e.g., [l]) that (A”“” + X(2)n)nd 1 is tight in D( [0, T,), Y’(Rd)) and 
in D( [T,, co), .Y’(R”)), and the proof is finished. 
Observe that X can be considered as an (9’(Rd)@ R)‘-valued process, 
and its covariance functional is given by the right-hand side of (2.4) with 
n= 1 for fjEY(Rd)@R. 
For the results on the Markov property and the Langevin equation we 
consider only A > 0, since the case I = 0 was discussed in [6]. 
THEOREM 2.2. (i) The process X= {(X,, 4), t 20, KEY} is 
Markovian if and only if p( Rd x { 0} ) = 1. 
(ii) The process XC’) E {(X,,,, 4>, tE CO, b-al, 4Ey(Rd)) is 
Markovian if and only if p(Rd x (a, b]) = 0. 
In both (i) and (ii) the Markov property holds strictly. 
(iii) If p(Rd x (a, b]) = 0, the process XC’) satisfies the Langevin equa- 
tion 
dX!“‘=(~d-~)XI”‘dt+dW,, Obtdb-a, (2.5) 
where W = { W,, t > 0} is an Y’(Rd)-valued Wiener process with covariance 
functional 
K,(s,~;t,~)=~~A’(Q~(,~>du, h+~y(R~), (2.6) 
with 
<Quh +> =//a,.,,+. (x)CV4(x) .W(x) + Q(x) W)l dx (2.7) 
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(. denotes the scalar product in Rd). In particular, if p( R“ x (0 )) = 1 the 
process X satisfies (2.5)-(2.7) with a = 0, b = CC. 
Proof: The Markov property holds if and only if given s < t, there exists 
an ,V’( Rd)-valued random variable A’,,, which satisfies condition (M). 
Observe that given r <s < t, 4, $ E Y(R”), from (2.4) we have 
SupposefirstthatX,,,isoftheform(X,,,,II/)=(X,,e~““-“‘~_,~-C,), 
where C, is a constant function which depends on I/I (recall that the 
process X is well-defined for 4 E Y(Rd) @ R). Clearly (X,, Y( Rd) 0 R ) c 
(A’,, Y(Rd))-. By (2.8), in order to have the Markov property it suffices 
to prove 
BY (2.4), 
CovC(~r, 4>> <x,9 C,>l 
= C, ecicser) 
s 
Rd#(z) pr,(z) dz 
= Cti(e-wr)- f,,(l)) jRd4W prr(z) dz. (2.10) 
From (2.9) and (2.10) we obtain 
c,,, = (epA(s-r)- f,,(l))-’ S,dx,,y ,, ec”‘-“‘Z- ,$(x)p(dx, do). 
For condition (M) to hold C, must not depend on r, and since i > 0, this 
occurs if and only if p(Rdx (s, t]) = 0, and since s and t are arbitrary, (M) 
holds if and only if p( Rd x (0) ) = 1. 
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Suppose now that (X,,,, II/ ) E (X,, Y(E’) ) - satisfies (M). From our 
previous calculations we see that provided that we restrict ourselves to 
r = s, then (M) holds for 
with 
We will show that the validity of (M) for r = s implies that (2.11) holds in 
general. 
By assumption there exists a sequence {d,}, in Y(Rd) such that 
(X,, 4,) converges to (X,,,, $) in L2 as n + co. Then, using (M) with 
r=s we have 
= lim E(X,, Il/>(x,, 4,) 
n-m 
Therefore, again by (M) with r = s, 
El(xs,,,IcI>-(xs> $)l*=~W-s,n dO*+E(X> $>2-2%J&,t, $><xs> 6) 
=E(Xs,,, tO’+E<X,, $>2-2E(Xs, $>’ 
=E<Xs,,> $>*-EK, 6)’ 
= 0, 
and hence (X3,,, 1,9) = (X,, $) a.s. 
But we have seen in the first part of the proof that if 
(X,,,, I(/> = (X,, e-i(‘ps)~-s+ + C,), 
where C, is a constant, then p(Rd x (0)) = 1. 
To obtain the Langevin equation in (iii) we observe that condition 
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(SM’) holds for %YY,, = e i”POz ,s. Then we can apply Theorem 2 of [2] 
(since P’(P) @ R is a nuclear Frtchet space), which yields the result. 
Remarks. (1) In order to compare the present results for i, > 0 with 
those for the case 1. = 0 we recall the latter [6]. In this case the fluctuation 
limit process is always Markovian. If p( Rd x { 01) = 1, it is strictly 
Markovian, and it is strictly Markovian on [a, 61 if and only if 
p(Rd x (a, h]) = 0. Thus the new behavior exhibited in the case i. > 0 is that 
the possibility of death prevents the Markov property. As we have noted 
in the Introduction, this is a natural result. 
(2) The reason for considering convergence on the two spaces 
D( [0, T,), Y’(Rd)) and D( [ T,, co), 9”(Rd)), rather than on D( [0, cc ), 
Y’(R”)), is the lack of a closed martingale on [0, T,] for the tightness 
proof [6]. 
(3) If p(Rd x (a, 61) = 0, XC”’ is explicitly written as the unique solu- 
tion of (2.5): 
3. RELATED DEVELOPMENTS 
In the case ,u(Rd x (0)) = 1 and I = 0, there is an extensive literature on 
models of the type we have discussed above allowing interactions between 
the random motions. A small list of recent relevant papers is the following: 
on fluctuations limits, Dittrich [4], Mitoma [9], Shiga and Tanaka [ll], 
Sznitmann [13], Spohn [12]; on large deviations, Dawson and GHrtner 
[3], Donsker and Varadhan [S]. It would be interesting to investigate 
fluctuations and large deviations for such models with space-time creation 
and/or death (p(Rd x (0)) < 1, 2 > 0), in particular Markov properties of 
the fluctuation limits. 
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